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Let L = 4 Cl_, Vi + V0 be a smooth second order differential operator on 1:)” 
written in Hormander form, and 5 be a bounded open set with smooth 
noncharacteristic boundary. Under a global condition that ensures that the 
Dirichlet problem is well posed for L on V and a nondegeneracy condition at the 
boundary (precisely: the Lie algebra generated by the vector fields V,, V,,..., V, is 
of full rank on the boundary) then the harmonic measure for L starting at any point 
in C has a smooth density with respect to the natural boundary measure. Estimates 
on the derivatives of this density (the Poisson kernel) similar to the classical 
estimates for the Poisson kernel for the Laplacian on a half space are given. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let V, ,..., Vd E Cr(RN, R”) be given vector fields. Thinking of V, as the 
directional derivative 
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define the (degenerate) elliptic operator L on Ci(RN) by 
k=l 
where (V,)’ denotes the second iterate of the directional derivative V,. 
Next, let F be a bounded open subset of RN having a smooth boundary 
as’?. Assume that: 
(a) for each x E 9 there is a control w  E C([O, co), Rd) such that the 
path @(., x, w) determined by 
@(t, x, w) =x + kil i,; vk(@(s,x, w>> V/k@) ds 
+ I ’ vo(@(s, x, w>) ds, t > 0, 0 
escapes from .F (i.e., @(t, x, w) & .F for some t > 0), 
(b) for each p E it!?, 
ki, tvk(Ph n(p>>:N+ ('O(P), n(p>>R* > O, P-2) 
where n(p) denotes the outer normal to F at p. 
In [6], it was shown that, under conditions including those specified in (0.2), 
the Dirichlet problem for L in .Y is well posed in the sense that for each 
fE C(3.F) there is a unique uf E C(F) such that nrlav =fand 
I L *q(x) t+(x) dx = 0 (0.3) 
for all v, E C?(F). (In (0.3), L* stands for the formal.adjoint of L.) In fact, 
the solutions to this Dirichlet problem satisfy the classical weak maximum 
principle: fE C(ZF) + implies that u,E C(<!?)’ and U, = 1. Thus, by the 
usual reasoning, the Riesz representation theorem tells us that there exists a 
weakly continuous map x - H(x, a) from F into probability measures on XF 
such that 
u,O) = j- .T(Y) ff@, @I, x E ZF’ andfE C(8.F). (0.4) 
The measure H(x, -) is called the harmonic measure for L in F based at x. 
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The aim of the present article is to study the harmonic measure H(x, .) for 
x E .Z . In particular, we will show (see Corollary (2.11)) that, under certain 
Hormander-type nondegeneracy in conjunction with strong nontangency 
conditions at the boundary, H(x, .) admits a smooth density h(x, .) with 
respect to the natural boundary measure. The approach which we are going 
to adopt differs substantially from the usual analytic strategy. First. 
everything we do turns on the probabilistic representation of H(x, +) as the 
exit distribution from .‘6 of the diffusion determined by L starting from x. In 
particular, we will not be trying to get at H(x, .) via boundary estimates for 
the Green’s function. Second, our approach can be viewed as a 
generalization of the classical subordination procedure used to study the 
Poisson kernel in the upper half space. In order to explane our approach, we 
recall what the classical subordination procedure is and how it is interpreted 
probabilistically. 
Let R’r = (x E R”: xi > 0) be the right half-space in R \‘. Then, as is well 
known, the harmonic measure for the Laplacian in R’ based at x = ( c;,) E 
(0, m)xR”-’ is given by 
H(x,dy)=h(x,y)dy=c,\x,/(x; + /pxcz,lz).= dy, 
where dq’ denotes standard Lebesgue measure on R” ’ and 
One of the familiar facts of classical harmonic analysis is the formula 
htx, .v) = xj(2n).~12 ix llt~~12+ 1 exp(-(x: + 1 .V - x(:, l’)/2t) df. (0.5) 
-0 
Formula (0.5) is easily derived by a simple change of variables, but its 
significance is more easily understood when it is interpreted probabilistically. 
Namely, let X(e) denote a standard Brownian motion in R” starting from x. 
and set r = inf(t > 0: X(t) 6? R’y }. Then 
H(x, dy) = P(X(r) E dy) = [: P(X,,,(t) E dy. 5 E dt). 
” II 
Since r is X,(.)-measurable and because X,(.) is independent of X(,,( .). 
P(X,,,(t) E dy, t E dt) = P(X,,,(t) E dy) P(t E dt). 
Finally, 
P(X,,,(t) E dy) = 1/(2n)‘“- I)” exp(- / Y - x,*, 12/2t) dy, 
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and (by the reflection principle), 
P(T E dt) = (1/27c) “* x1/t 3’2 exp(-xz/2t) dt. 
Thus, (0.5) is really just a manifestation of the equality 
knowledge of the explicite expressions for P(X(,, E dy) and P(T E dt), and 
the independence of XI(.) and X,,,(.). 
Still referring to the right half-space RN,, we now outline how to generalize 
the preceding to a wider class of operators L. For simplicity, assume that 
VL = 6: (the Kronecker delta), 0 < k < d. Denoting by X(a) the diffusion 
generated by L starting from x E RN,, set r = inf{t > 0: X,(t) < 0). Then 
H(x, a) is the distribution of XcZ,(r), and, since X,(.) is just a Brownian 
motion starting at x,, r has the same distribution as it did in the preceding 
paragraph. Moreover, under suitable nondegeneracy hypotheses, it is 
reasonable to hope that, for t > 0, the distribution of Xcz,(t) will have a 
smooth density. However, it is unlikely that X,(s) and X(,,(e) will be 
independent. Thus, in order to derive regularity results for H(x, .) by the 
subordination procedure, it will be necessary to derive regularity estimates 
on the conditional distribution of Xc2)(t) given A’,(.). Estimates of this sort 
come under the heading offiltering theory and comprise the backbone of our 
approach. We will use the estimates of Kusuoka-Stroock [5]. Closely related 
results have been obtained by Bismut-Michel [ 11. 
1. THE BASIC ESTIMATE 
Set R = C([O, co), RN), endow Q with the topology of locally uniform 
convergence, denote by J the Bore1 field 9q over 52, define x(t): 
Q + RN for t > 0 so that x(t, w) is the position of o at time t, and 
set LJ = a(x(s): 0 < s < t) for t > 0. Clearly A= a&l,,, 4). 
Given vector fields I’,,..., Vd E CT(RN, RN), define the operator L on 
Ci(RN) as in (0. I). Then, for each x E RN, there is precisely one probability 
measure P, on (Q,A) such that 
i 
P(W) - ~6) - 1’ Lrp(x(s)) dsv 4, PI) 
0 
is a mean-zero martingale for all v, E CF(RN). Moreover, the collection 
{Px: x E RN} constitutes a Feller continuous, strong Markov family which is 
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time homogeneous. In fact, {P,: x E R”} is the only Markov family whose 
generator is an extension of L ICrcRNj. (For a treatment of diffusion theory 
along these lines, see [7].) We will call (P,: x E R.‘} the diffusion generated 
by L. 
Throughout most of this section, we will be imposing the following rigid 
conditions on { I’,,,..., Vd}. In the first place, we assume that 
vi = 1 if k= 1, 
=o if 2<k<d. 
(1.1) 
In addition, we will be assuming that a certain nondegeneracy condition 
holds. Set Vi = ( V,,..., V,), and for 12 1 set y= {[V, V,]: 1 <k<d and 
VEv,/,_,)U{[V, PO]: VEF,-,}, where PO,= V,- V:,V,. (Given two vector 
fields V and IV, [V, I%‘] denotes the Lie product of V and W.) Then the 
required nondegeneracy condition is the statement that there exist I,, > 0 and 
F > 0 such that 
where 
It may be useful to remark that (1.1) and (1.2) together arc equivalent to 
( 1.1) and the existence of an E’ > 0 such that 
Define r”(u), UJ E 0, by 
r”((0) = inf(t > 0: x,(t. w) GO}. 
and for a given open ball B with center in R” ’ = {x E R,’ : x, = 0 1. define 
I’(W) = inf(t > 0: x(t, co) $ B). 
Next.forxEBnR’y andfEC8R,,1,define 
P(X, f) = P,(x(r”) E r, <” > r”). (1.3) 
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Clearly H’(x, -) is a nonnegative measure on RN-' n B having total mass 
dominated by 1. Our aim in this section is to prove that, under the 
hypotheses in (1.1) and (1.2), HB(x, .) admits a density hE with respect to 
Lebesgue measure on RN-'. We will also be seeking control over the bounds 
on hB(x, a) and its derivatives. 
Clearly, 
P(x, r) = 2 P,(x(r”) E r, C” > 7’ E [m, m + l)), (1.4) 
!?I=0 
and for m > 1, the Markov property yields 
P,(x(r”) E r, C” > 7’ E [m, m + 1)) (1.5) 
= I P x(m-l,w)(x(~O) E r-3 r" > 7O E 112)) P,(h). lw:6~(W)AT~(W)>m-l) 
Furthermore, an application of the strong Markov property shows that for 
O<s<t, 
P,(x(r">E r, C" > 7O E [s, t)) 
= p,(x(tO) E r, 70 E [s, t)) -1 P .r(SJJ(w),w) lw:b"(w)<rqw) II
(x(70) ET, 70 E [s-cB(~),t- C"(W))) p,(h). (1.6) 
Combining these, we see that we need to study the quantity 
H(s, t,x,r) =P,(x(z") E r, 70 E [s, t)). (l-7) 
Our analysis of H(s, t, x, a) turns on a certain representation of the 
measure P,. Let 0 = {I!~E C([O, co), Rd): 8(O) = O}, endow 0 with the 
t ,gcAogy of locally uniform convergence, set 9 = .59@ (the Bore1 field over 
O), define .$ = @0(s): 0 < s < t), and denote by SV” the standard Wiener 
measure on (0, .A?). Writing 0 as 0, x O(,,, where 0, = 
(8, E C([O, m),R'):8,(0)=0} and O(,, = (8(,, E C([O, co),R-): 
0(,,(O) = 0}, and defining .B’ and .-x?(*‘, {,9:: t > 0}, {A?j*): t > O), q, 5T,;, 
accordingly, we see that 
where 
79; I = 6, dzq*, 
with a,, on (0,) .9Y1) the Dirac delta mass at 8, E 0,. 
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For each x E R”, let X(.,x) denote the unique (.I?~: t > 0) progressively 
measurable solution to the Stratonovich stochastic integral equation 
Next, set 
+ 1’ po(X(s, x)) ds. t > 0. (1.8) 
-0 
@(A x) = exp f’ Vi(X(s, x)) de,(s) - $ I’f (V,!,(X(s, x)))’ ds) . 
'0 ’ 0 
As usual, we assume that a version of (1) has been selected so that (t, x) 4 
(Gi::z\) is Y ‘almost surely an element of Co*” ([ 0, co) x R ‘, R,’ ’ ’ ). 
The representation of P, on which our analysis rests is contained in the 
equation 
P,l x, = (W, ,K)T’/ 8,) o (X(.. -u), ’ (1.9) 
for all t > 0 and x E R” (cf. [ 7 I). In order to exploit (I .9), we need to 
borrow a result from 15 1. For each (t, x) E 10, co) xRv and 0, E O,, define 
Q&x, .)=O if @(t. x) GG f. ‘(r/i,). 
(1.10) 
= (@(t, x) r’r,,) 0 (X& x))- 1 if @(t. X) E L ‘(;‘r,,). 
The result from [ 5 ] which we require is the following summary of Theorems 
(2.16) and (3.30) of that article. 
(1.11) THEOREM. Under the hypotheses given irz (1.1) and ( 1.2). there 
exists a measurable map (t, x,y, 0,) E (0, 00) x R’ x R” x 0, --) qH,(t. x..I’) E 
10, co) and a measurable set A G 0, such that: 
(i) r/,‘(ii”) = 0. 
(ii) for all 0, E A, the map (t, x)+ qH,(r. x. .) is continuous -from 
(0, co) x R” into i (R”- ‘) (the Schwartz space of test functions). 
(iii) for all (t, x, 0,) E (0, co) x R’ x A, Qe,(t. x, d)p) = qHl(t. s,J~) 4~. 
Moreover, given n > 0, T > 0, and q E [ 1, 00 ). there exist ,u = ,u(n ) E IO. a;! L 
K = K(n. q, T) < 00, and A = ;l(q, T) such that 
<K(l + R).‘(sA I)-“exp(-A(GA 1):/T) 
for all s E (0. T]. a E R,‘, R > 0, and 6 > 0. 
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Now set 
rO(x,, 8,) = inf{t > 0: x1 + B,(t) < 0). 
Then, because X1(., x1) =x1 t or(.), we have from (1.9) that 
H(s, t, x, r) = EW‘[@(t, x), XJt”(x,), x) E r and r”(xI) E IS, t)], 
Furthermore, from the regularity properties listed in Theorem (1.1 l), it is 
easily seen that 
Evel[(~o(~l), xl, X,,,(r”(x,>, x> E r and r”(xl) E Is, t)] 
= ~,s,t,(~~(x, 7 4)) Qe,(r”(xl~ e,>, x, r) 
for q-almost all 0, E 0,. We have therefore derived the representation 
H(s, 6 4 r> = J 
1~1:r~(X,.e,)~Is,rll 
Qe,(ro(x,,81>,x,r)~(de,). (1.13) 
By combining (1.13) with the results in Theorem (1.11) and the Appendix, 
we will arrive at our estimates on H(s, t, X, .). 
(1.14) LEMMA. Assume that {V, ,..., V,} satisfy the conditions in (1.1) 
and (1.2). Then there is a measurable map (s, t, x, y) E [O, oz) X 10, a) X 
RN, xRN-l + h(s, t, x, y) E [0, a~) such that H(s, t, x, dy) = h(s, t, x, y) dy for 
eachO<s<tandxERr. Moreover, if a E (0, 1 ), then for any n > 0 there 
is a K,,(a) < co such that 
SUP II h(s, t, x, .)I1 CB(Rav-I) < K,(a)(x, A 1) (1.15) 
a<s<t<1/a 
for all x E Ry . Finally, for a given n > 0 there exist K, < co and 
V, E (0, co) such that for all 6 E (0, l] and x E RN, 
SUP I/ h(s, 6 x, .)I[ cif(e,2j(x,w) G &xJ(x: + dz)“n, (1.16) 
O<s<t<Z 
whereB~,,(~,6)={yER~-‘:Iy-~~~~I<~}. 
Proof: For 0 < s < t and x E RN, , define 
h(s, t, x, Y> = j- 
le~:?~(X,,e,)EIS,t)l 
4e,(~0(X1 3 f%)T X,Y> %Wl)T 
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where qe,(t, x, .) is the function discussed in Theorem (1.11). For t > 0 and 
xE R,y, define 
h(0, t, x, y) = ?po h(s, t. x, y). 
For all other s, t, and x, set h(s, t, x, .) = 0. 
Clearly h is a measurable function. Moreover, by (1.13) it is clear that 
H(s, t, x, &) = h(s, t, x, y) dy, first for 0 < s < t and x E RI: and then for all 
O<s < t and xERq. 
Note that for any 0 < s < t and x E R.y, h(s, t, x, .) E C” (R.’ I). In fact. 
from (1.13) an application of Schwartz’s inequality yields: 
< K,(T) s-@n exp(-A,(T) f3’/t)(F~(z”(x,) E [s, t)))“’ 
for all 6 E [O, 1 ), 0 < s < t < T, and x E R,:. (In the preceding inequality. 
the quantities K,(T) < 00, ,B, E (0, co) and A,(T) E (0, co) are those entering 
( I. 12) when q = 2.) Moreover (cf. Section 0) we know that 
%,‘(r”(x,) E [s, t)) = xJ(2n)” (’ up3’* exp(-x:/2o) do. 
‘Y 
Combining these, we now see that there exist K;(T) < co, ,L; E (0, co). and 
L;(T) E (0, co) such that 
II w 4 x3 ~)llc~cB,*,c,.s,~, <K;(T)smuAexp(-l;(T)(x:+6’)/f), (1.17) 
forall6E[O,l],O<s<t<T,andxER’~. 
In order to get (1.15) and (1.16), we must improve on (1.17). Using the 
Markov property, we see that 
h(s, t, x, .) = EP+z(s/2, t-s/2, x(s/2), .), to > s/2]. (1.18) 
Hence, for any x E RN, , we have, from (1.17), that 
II 4% 4 x, *)/I CatR,br-lj < -9WW2, t - s/L x(s/G &RcRk I)7 
TO > s/2 and Ix(s/2)1> x1/2 1 
+ ~P”[lIw2, t - 42, XW), *)IIcp -I), 
r” > s/2 and lx(s/2)1 < x,/2 I 
< 2W’:KA(T) s-~; exp(-41;(T) x:/t) P,(t’ > s/2) 
+ 2ViK;(T) s-~~P,(z~ > s/2 and x,(s/2) < x,/2). 
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Now applying (A.6) with 6 = 0 and then with 6 =x1/2, we conclude that 
there exist K;(t) < co, &’ E (0, co), and A{(T) E (0, co) such that 
II h(s, t, x, .)IICB(RN-Ij < K;(T) xIs+ exp(-Ai(r> xi/t> 
for all 0 < s < t < T and x E Ry . Next, let 6 E (0, 1 ] be given. Again 
starting from (1.18), only this time dividing {r” > s/2 ) according to whether 
Ix~~)(s/~) - xc*) / is larger or smaller than 6/2, and then using (1.17) and 
(A.5), we see that 
IIW k x3 ~lIcg(B(2)(x,a)c) < cm xIs-v” “’ exp(-L:(T) fY/t) 
for some K;(T) < 00, p; E (0, m), and A;(T) (0, co) and for all 
O(s(t<TandxERr. Combining these two estimates, we arrive at 
II h(s, 6 x, *>I1 cij(B~2~(x.s)c) < W? xl se”” W-UT) J’/t) (1.19) 
for some K,(T) < 03, pn E (0, a), and n,(T) E (0, a) and for all 6 E [0, 11, 
O<s<t<T, andxERT. Clearly, (1.15) is an immediate consequence of 
(1.19). 
Since h(0, t, x, .) = h(0, s, x, .) + h(s, t, x, .) for all 0 < s < t and x E R: , 
our proof will be complete once we show that h(0, t, x, .) E Coo(RNpl) for all 
(t, x) E (0,2] xRY and that 
(1.16’) 
qo, t, x, .) = 2 h(t/m + 1, f/m, x3 .), 
rn=l 
and, by (1.19) 
II w/m + 13 & x3 ~)lIcg~B(*,w~c, 
< K”(2) x1(@ + 1)/f) pn exp(-1,(2)(x: + S’) m/t). 
Using this estimate in (1.20), it is easy to conclude that h(O, t, X, *) is an 
element of Coo(RN-‘) and that (1.16’) holds. Q.E.D. 
(1.21) LEMMA. Let {V, ,..., Vd} E CF(RN, RN) satisfy the condition (a) in 
(0.2) relative lo some bounded open set .Y c RN. Let {P,: x E RN} be the 
dlflusion generated by the L in (O.l), and set 
5(o) = inf{t > 0: x(t, w) G? F}. 
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Then there is a A > 0 such that 
sup .P~[exp(Ar)] < co. 
XE7 
In particular, this will be the case for any choice of bounded open 6 ij 
{ If,,..., Vd} satisfies (1.1). 
Proof See Remark (5.6) in [6]. 
(1.22) THEOREM. Assume that (V,,..., V,} c CF(R,‘\, R’“) satisfies the 
conditions in (1.1) and (1.2), and let {I’,: x E R.“) be the dtffision generated 
by) the L in (0.1). Given an open ball B of radius r and centered at a point 
a E R,‘--‘, define HB(x, .) as in (1.3). Then, there exists an hH in 
C”((B n Rr) x (B n RN-‘)) such that HB(x, dy) = hH(x, y) dy for all 
x E B f’ R,y . Indeed, for given p E (0, r) and n > 0, there exist K, < w and 
y,, E (0, co) such that 
1 ID;P(x,y)l G&,/(x: + ~Y-x,~,/~)“~~ (1.23) 
lnl6n 
for all x E B n R,: and y E B(,,(a, p) and such that 
x /D;hR(x,y)l < K,x,/(x; + Iy - xcz,l’)“” (1.24) 
Inl<n 
for all x E B n R’y with x E B,,,(a, p) and y E B,,,(a, p). 
Proof For convenience, we will adopt the following notational 
conventions during this proof. First, B, and B, will denote B n R’: and 
B n R” ‘, respectively. Second, for x E B t and .V E R ‘- I. d(x, 1,) will stand 
for XT + 1.~ -xJ’. 
Now, suppose that we have shown the existence of a measurable hH on 
B, X B, such that HB(x, dy) = hR(x, y) dy and hB(x, .) E C=(B,) for all 
XE B,. Further, assume that (1.23) holds. In order to check that hB(x. .) E 
Cm(B+xB,), it sufftces to check that for any multi-index a, DThB(.,y) is a 
distributional solution to Lu = 0 in B, . Indeed, since Lie( V,,..., Vd)(x) = R’ 
for each XEB,, Hormander’s theorem (cf. 131) then tells us that 
Deh”(., y) E C”(B+). But if cp E C,(B,) and 
u,(x) = j hB(x, y) CP(Y> dv. xEB+, 
then 
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where (D E C(aB+) is the extension of u, to aB+ which vanishes on 
aB+nRy. Hence, by Theorem (8.1) in [6], Lu = 0 in the sense of 
distributions. Thus, if y E B, is given and we choose {q,}? c Cr(B+) with 
nonincreasing supports so that q,, + D,“S, as distributions, then the estimate 
(1.23) allows us to conclude that uQn tends to D,“hB(-, y) and therefore that 
D,“hB(a, y) is indeed a distributional solution to Lu = 0 in B, . 
We now turn to the proof that hB exists and that hB(x, .) has the asserted 
regularity properties. Given 0 < s < t and (x, y) E B + x B,, set 
hB(S, t, x, Y) = h(s, 4 -6 Y) -1 
lo:S~(w)<r~(o)hll 
h((s - C”(w)> v  0, t - c%4 X(m4~ W>,Y> P,(dm)* 
Clearly hB is measurable. By Lemma (1.14), hB@, t, x, -) E C”O(B+). Also, 
by that same lemma plus (1.6), for x E B, and r E BB, 
P,(X(T”) E r, C” > To E [s, t)) = jr hB(S, 4 x, Y) dy. 
In particular, P(s, t, x, a) > 0. 
Next, let x E B, and y E B, be given. Define 
and for m > 1, define 
Finally, define 
qx, Y) = 5 hn(X,Y)* 
VI=1 
Clearly, hB is measurable on B, x B,. Moreover, using first (1.5), then 
(1.4), and finally the monotone convergence theorem, we obtain 
for each xEB+. Thus, all that remains is to prove that h’(x, a) has the 
asserted regularity properties for each x E B, . 
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Let p E (0, r) be given and fixed. By (1.16), we see that 
< K,,/(r -P)"~ EP+,(CE), C" < 7’1 
<K;P,(r' > i"). 
At the same time, (1.16) and (1.15) yield 
x ID;h(O, 1, x, y)l < K,x,/(d(x, y))“rl 
lal<n 
and 
for some K, < co and V, E (0, co) and for all x E B, and J> E B,,,(a,p). 
Thus, there is a K, < 00 such that 
and 
\‘ 
InTn 
lD;hB(O, l,x,y)l < K,[x,/(d(x,y))“"+ P,(r" > i",] 
1 lD;hB(l, 2, x,y)l < K,,[x, + Px(7” > C”,l 
lal<n 
for all x E B, and y E B(,,(a, p). From these, it is clear that there exists a 
K, < co such that 
x Iqw, Y)l < K,[x,/(d(x, y>Yn + q7” > i”>l, 
lnlcn 
2 Iqh,(x,.Y)l <K,[Xl + P,(7O > r”>lY 
lnl<n 
and, if m > 2, 
\‘ 
IZ” 
ID,“h,(x, y)l < K,P,(r’ A <” > m - 1). 
At the same time, if m > 2, then, since supXCB+ EP,( exp(A[“)] = M < co, 
P,(r”A~B>m-l)<P,(to> l,[‘>m-1) 
=! P xtl,w~(iE > m - 2) p,(W Iw:rO(,)>lJ 
< M exp(-A(m - 2)) P,(t' > 1) 
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for all xEB+. Since, by (A.5), P,(r” > 1) < Cx, for some C < 03 and all 
xER;, we have now shown the existence of K, < co and V, E (0, uo) such 
that 
for all x E B, . Clearly this implies (1.23). To prove (1.24), simply note that, 
by (A.6), there is a C < co such that P,(r’ > c”) < Cx, for all x E B, with 
xc2) E B(,,(a, p). Using this in the above, we arrive at (1.24). Q.E.D. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO HARMONIC MEASURES 
Throughout this section, A will denote an operator on C’(R”‘) given by 
where a: RN - RN @ RN and 6: RN -+ RN are smooth functions having 
bounded derivatives of all orders and a(x) is a nonnegative definite 
symmetric matrix for each x E RN. Let { QX: x E RN} denote the diffusion 
generated by A. (That is, Q, is the unique probability measure on @2,.1) 
such that 
is a mean-zero martingale for all p E CF(RN).) Then, {Q,: x E RN} forms a 
strong Markov, Feller continuous family. 
Given an open set .Y in RN, denote by t the first exit time from .Y 
7(w) = inf{ t > 0: x(t, 0) @ Y}. 
Our aim in this section is to show that, under certain conditions, the 
distribution H(x, .) of the first exit place x(7) under Q, admits a smooth 
density. 
An open set S’ is said to satisfy the escape condition (relative to A) if, for 
each x E g-, there is a w E C([O, co), Rd) such that the path @(a, x, w) given 
by 
@(t, x, w) = x + j; a(@@, x, w>> ~4s) ds + j; b(@(s, x WI> ds, t > 0, 
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escapes from ‘F (i.e., there is a T > 0 such that @(T, x, w) @ 3?). If f, is 
bounded and satisfies the escape condition, then (cf. Remark (5.6) in 16 1) 
there is a 1 > 0 for which 
sup Pr[exp@r)] < co. 
iE 6 
(2.2) 
A boundary point p E 8.V will be called a good point of 3’5 (relative to A ) 
if: 
(i) 86 is smooth at p (i.e., there is an open ball B in R’ centered at 
the origin and a smooth F: R” -+ R” which is diffeomorphic on a 
neighborhood of g such that p = F(0) and F(B f? R‘:) = F(B) n 5 ). 
@) h 
t ere exists an open neighborhood U of p in R” and vector fields 
Y ,, . . . . . Yd E C”-(U. R,‘) such that 
2 (Y,(P)? n(p))& > 0 
k-l 
(where n(p) denotes the outer normal to .t at p), Lie(Y,,,..., Y,,)(p) = R’. 
and 
k-l 
for all cp E C?(U). We will use a*% to denote the set of all good points of 
as. 
Given an open set V, an open ball B in R,\ centered at the origin. a 
smooth map F: R” + R”, and vector fields V,,,..., V, E CF(R,‘, R”), we will 
say that (B, F, {V,, ,..., Vd}) is a good coordinate system for 3 (relative to Al 
if 
(i) F is diffeomorphic on a neighhood of g and F(B n R’) = 
F(B) n 3. 
R,, (ii) {Vo,..., V,) satisfy the condition in (1.1) and Lie(V,,..., V,)(O) = 
(iii) there is a uniformly positive p E C,“(R’“)) such that 
(Aq)oF=p. V’,>‘(rp 0 F) + Vo(y10 F)) 
for all cp E CF(F(B)). 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let p be a good point of l%, Then there is a good coor- 
dinate system (B, F, {V,, ,..., Vd}) for .l? such that p = F(0). 
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Proof. Let B, F, U, and {Y,, ,..., Yd} be the quantities entering the 
definition of p as a good point. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
U= F(B) and that Y,,,..., Y, E Cr(RN, RN). In addition, we may and will 
assume that F E Cp(RN, RN) and that there is a G E Cm(RN, RN) having 
bounded derivatives of first and higher orders such that G o F(, is the 
identity and 
p= 211: (Y,G,)’ 
k=l 
is uniformly positive element of Cr(RN). Define 
Pk = (J7)-1’2 Y,, I<k<d, 
PO = @)-I Y, - ; -f Y,(@))-“2) Y,, 
k=I 
and 
tik=GG*Fk, O<k<d. 
Then, with p = 0 0 F 
(Aq)oF=p. f 2 (vkk)2((P o F) + %P 0 F)) 
k=l 
for all rp E CF(F(B)). Moreover, 
Next, use the Gram-Schmidt orthognalization procedure to construct a map 
0 E Cr(RN, O(d)) such that the first row of O(x) is 
(m+.., t#> 
for each x E RN, and define 
v,= 5 o:v,, l<k&d, 
I=1 
and 
Then 
v, = v. - 4 Oi( V/(0:‘)) ry. 
k,/,l’= I 
(&)oF=p. 
c 
f kil (vk>2(~ o F) + vcd’? o F)) 
for all rp E Cp(F(B)) and {I’,,,..., V,} satisfies (1.1). Finally, to check that 
Lie(V,,..., V,) = RN, note first that Lie( g,, ,..., VJ(O) = Lie(Y,, ,..., pJ(p). 
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Thus it suffices to prove that Lie(Y,,,..., Yd)(p) = Lie(Y,,..., Y,)(p) and that 
Lie( V, ,..., V,)(O) = Lie( PO,,..., pJ(O). But both these equations follow from 
the easily derived fact that if X0,..., X, are smooth vector fields and 
x --$ M(x) E-GL(d + 1) is a smooth map, then Lie(X,,.... X,)(.) = 
Lie(X, ,..., X,)(. ), where 
&(X) = 4 ML(x) X,(s). 
/Q 
Q.E.D. 
Given a good coordinate system (B, F, ( I’,,..., Vd}) for .I:, denote by 
(P,: x E R”} the diffusion generated by the operator L defined in (0.1). Let 
@: JJ + R ’ be a bounded .<,,,,- measurable function which is time scale 
invariant (i.e., @(o’) = Q(w) if x(t, 0’) = x(T(t), w), t > 0, for some strictly 
increasing homeomorphism T of [0, co) onto itself). Define T,: J? + I2 so 
that x(t, T,,w) = F(x(t, w)), (t, w) E [0, co) xa. Then 
EQf’-~‘[@j = EP,[ @ o T, 1. XE R’. (2.3) 
(The proof of (2.3) can be accomplished with the techniques used in Chap. 6 
of [7].) In particular 
EQr(+Lo(t)), c’(‘) > r] = a!+[@ 0 F(x(r’)), [” > r”J 
for all x E R ’ and p E C(a% ). 
(2.4) 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let CCC d*.Y. Then, for each 8 > 0, there is a K, ( cc 
such that 
Q,(l x(t) - xl > 6 for some t E [O, r)) < K, dist(x. C), XE 6. 
Proof: It suffices to show that each p E %*V admits an open 
neighborhood U in R” such that 
Q.,(lx(t) -xl > 6 for some t E [0,7)) < K, dist(x, CJn %.‘G )
for some K, < co and all x E Un ‘5. To this end, let (B, F, ( V ,,,..., I’,,}) be a 
good coordinate system for which p = F(0) and let (P,: x E R’ } be the 
associated diffusion. Without loss of generality, we assume that B = B(0. 2). 
Then. by (2.3) and (A.7) if 0 < c < 1 and xE F(B(0. 1))n 6. 
Q,(x(t) & F(B(x, E)) for some t E [ 0, r)) 
= Q,(x(t) C? F(B(x, E)) for some t E [0, r A if”“)) 
= P,(]x(t) - x/ > E for some t E [0, 5” A i”)) 
= P,(jx(t) -xi > E for some t E [0, 5’)) 
< KEx, Q.E.D. 
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Given an open set 3’ and a good coordinate system (B, F, {V,,..., V,}) for 
.V, we say that (B, F, { V, ,..., V,}) is very good if {V,, ,..., Vd} satisfies (1.2) 
in addition to (1.1). A point p E L@ will be called a very good point of L%’ if 
there is a very good coordinate system (B, F, {V,,,..., Vd}) for which 
p = F(0). The set of all very good points of 3P will be denoted by a* *.Y. 
Clearly a**.Y’ is an open subset of a*,Y. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let Y be a bounded open set in RN which satisfies the 
escape condition. Assume that 3 **Y # 0 and use dy to denote the 
normalized surface measure on a**<Y. Then there is a measurable 
h: .‘g x a* *.% + [ 0, co) such that H(x, dy) = h(x, v) dv on a* * V for each 
x E 3’. Moreover, if C, G 3 * *.V and C, G 3 “.Y, then for each n > 0 there is 
aK,<ooandav,E(O,co)suchthat 
x jDzh(x, r)j < K, dist(x, C,)/(dist(x, q))“~ (2.7) 
lal<n 
for all x E .V and q E C,. 
ProoJ It suffices to work locally on the boundary. That is, given a very 
good point p, we must show that there is an open neighborhood U of p in R” 
and a measurable h: Px(Un 35) + [0, co) such that H(x, dq) = h(x, q) dr] 
on Un a%!? and h(x, .) E C”(Un LL’?) for each x E .Y. Further, we must 
show that if n 2 0 and C @ a*,V, then h satisfies an estimate of the form 
c 10: h(x, q)l < K, dist(x, C)/(dist(x, g))“n 
IalGn 
forsomeK,<ooandv,E(O,co)andallxE.?andqEUn%. 
Given a very good p, let (B, F, {V,,,..., Vd}) be a very good coordinate 
system for .Y such that p = F(0). Without loss of generality, we will assume 
that B = B(O,4). Set W = F(B), denote by {P,: x E R ) the diffusion 
generated by the associated operator L, and choose a smooth G: R” + R” so 
that G o FI, is the identity. Then, by (2.4), for each q~ E C,( Wn 8.Y ), 
Ea+p(x(r)), C” > t] = Ep”‘~)[(p 0 F(x(r’)), [” > z”] 
= 
1 ~10 F(Y) hB(W),y) dy, 
XE w, 
fJ(JR.V-1 
where hB: (B n RT) x (B n RN-‘) + [0, co) is the function discussed in 
Theorem (1.22). Next, set V= F(B(0, 2)) and define {a,);” and {i,,,);” induc- 
tively by 
a,(w) = inf{t > c”(w): x(t, w) E V}, 
c,(w) = inf{t > u,(o): x(t, 0) & W}, m> 1, 
(J,+,(W) = inf{r > cm(m): x(t, 0.1) E V}, m> 1. 
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Then, by the strong Markov property, for any o E C,,(V n a C ), 
EQ”MW)l = EQXIPW)~ iw > 51 
+ \g j EQ 
,, lw:~,(w)<r(w)l 
“trm’-a[ c@(s)), c”’ > r ) Q,(h). 
Hence. if g: I= x(B n R.‘-‘) + 10, co) is given by 
g(x, y) = \’ EQx[hR(G(.x(a,)). y). r > (T, 1 
m I 
and h: .c.u(B n R’-- ‘) is defined by 
h(x, .v) = h’(G(x), y) + g(x, .v) if xEW. 
= g(x, 4’) if .uE C\W, 
then g and I? are measurable and 
q 0 F(y) h(x. y) dy. SE c, 
for all q9 E C,,(Vn 37 ). 
We now want to estimate h(x, .) and its derivatives. The first step is to 
obtain the estimate 
for some K < co. To this end. we proceed in precisely the same way as in the 
proof of Theorem (4.6) of 15 ] to show the existence of a p > 0 such that 
for all m > 1, I > I. and x E R”. Choosing 1 > 0 so that (2.2) holds. we now 
see that 
Q,(r > a,,,> < %Y” + Q,(r > 1~) 
< 21(i)“” + Mexp(-&A) 
for some M < co and all m > 1 and I > 1. Thus, with I = m’ ‘, we see that 
there is a K < 03 and a p E (0, 1) such that 
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for all m > 1. But 
Qx<r > urn+ 1 > < EQX[Qx(c&n < r), 01 < 51, 
and so (2.8) now follows easily. 
Combining (2.8) with (1.23), we see that g(x, .) E C”(B n RN-‘) and that 
for some K, < co and all x E F and y E B(0, 1) n RN-‘. At the same time, 
by (1.24) 
for some K,<co and v,~(O,co) and all xEB(O,3)nR”, and 
y~B(0, l)nRN-I. Also, if x E (R(O,4)\R(O, 3)) n RN, and 
y E B(0, 1) n RN-‘, then 
where 
hB(x, Y) = ~Qx[h”(G(x(~,,>, Y)), r > q,], 
co(w) = inf{ t 2 0: x(t, w) E F}. 
Hence, by (1.23), there is a K, < 00 such that 
for x E (I3(0,4)\B(O, 3)) n RN, and y E B(0, 1) n RN-‘. Combining these 
with the estimate in Lemma (2.5), it is now clear that for any n > 0 and 
c g a*5’, 
c jDyh(x, v)l < K, dist(x, C),/dist((x, F(y)))“” 
lal<n 
forsomeK,<cOandv,E(0,co)anda11xE~andyEB(0,1)nRN-‘. 
To complete the proof, set U = F(B(0, 1)) and transfer 6 to ,F x (un cW) 
by a simple change of variables. Q.E.D. 
(2.9) THEOREM. Let F be a bounded open set in RN satisfying the 
escape condition. Assume that a*.Y f 0 and denote by dv the normalized 
surface measure on a*,‘?‘. Then there is a measurable h: Fxa*F + [0, co) 
such that H(x, dq) = h(x, 17) dv on a*.F’for each x E ,‘F. Moreover, h(x, a) E 
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Cw(a*.Y’) for each x E T. Finally, if C G 8*.Y. then for each n > 0 there 
exist K, < co and v, E (0, m) such that 
x 10: h(x, r)l < K, d&(x, C)/(dist(x, q))l’” 
lal<n 
(2.10) 
for all x E 8’ and 7 E C. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that .F c R’: . Define F 
from R’xRT onto (R:\{O})xR“-* by 
F((, x) = (x, cos <, x, sin <, x2 ,..., x,~) 
and set .t” = F(R’ X .%). Choose an open @ in RR’+ ’ so that .<? c I$’ and 
I?@ (R:\(O)) xR”-I. 
Let p E a*.% be given. Then, by combining Lemma (2.2) and 
Theorem (B.l) (in Appendix B), we see that there is a uniformly positive 
p E Cr(R”) such that R’x{ p} is contained in the very good points of 
a(R ‘XV’) relative to $(a’/at’) + pA. Now choose an operator 2 on C*(R” I) 
of the form in (2.1) (with N replace by N + 1) so that (A;) o F = 
(f(a’/at’) + pA)(a, 0 F) on R’xRN for all v, E C?(w). Using a*.!? and a* * % 
to denote, respectively, the good and very good points of a.2 relative to A. 
we see that F(R ‘x{ p}) Q 3 * *<p and that F(R ‘x3 *,‘t;) g B *.F. Hence, we can 
find an open neighborhood U of p in RN such that F(R ‘x( on 3% )) @ 2 * *‘b. 
Also, for a given C E a*.!?, F(R ‘XC) g 3 *.%. 
Denote by {& x’E RN” } the diffusion generated by x and by G(Z, .). 
X’E ,F, the distribution under 0, of the first exit place from .F. It is easy to 
check that if cp E C(a.-V) and @E C(@) is defined so that 6 0 F(5, V) = o(q) 
for all (6, v) E R ‘xa.Y, then 
for all (<, x) E R ‘x37. In addition, by Lemma (2.6) applied to .% relative to 
2, there is a measurable h’: .~xCr,**.~+ [0, 00) such that n(?, dfj) = 
K(Z, c)dfj on a**‘c. Moreover, &?, .)E Cm(8**V) and for each n 20 
there exist K, < co and v, E (0, a~) such that 
\’ 
IaXn 
ID:&, $1 <K, dist($ F(R’xC))/dist((Z, f))“n 
for all 2 E .p and q E F(R ‘x(Un a.Y)). Thus, if we define h: .Fx( [-7r,z 1 
x(un a?‘)) -+ [0, co) so that 
5X0/56/2 4 
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for all x E Y and 6 E C,(F(Un S)), then the function 
0, v> = jn k (L rl)) & dv, x E .Y and q E Un cY.Y, --R 
satisfies 
for all p E C,(un a.!?). Moreover, h(x, .) E P(Un a*Y) and for each 
n > 0, h(x, q) satisfies an estimate of the form (2.10) so long as q E Un LB’?. 
Q.E.D. 
In conformity with the terminology used in [5], we say that a point 
p E 87 is r’-regular if &S’ is smooth at p and 
Q,((Vd > 0)(3t E (0,6)) x(t) @ p) = 1. 
Assuming that 3.Y is smooth at p, a sufficient condition for p to be P-regular 
is that 
(n(p), a(p) n(P))W + (b(P), n(p)k > 0, 
where n(p) is the outer normal to P at p. In particular, every good point is 
certainly t’-regular. For more delicate conditions which imply P-regularity, 
consult [6]. 
(2.11) COROLLARY. Let Y be a bounded open set in RN which satisfies 
the escape condition. Assume that the set of Y-regular points of H is closed. 
Then the Dirichlet problem for A in 57 is well posed in the sense that for each 
f E C(M) there exists a unique ufE C(p) such that uf = f at all r’-regular 
points and 
I t+(x) A *q(x) dx = 0 
for all rp E C?(Y) (where A * denotes the formal adjoint of A). Next, assume 
in addition, that a*.Y # QJ and let dn denote surface measure on a*!?. Then 
there is an h E Co700(3’x8*F) such that 
u,W = jae.cf(a) 4x, rl) 4, x E .F, 
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fir all f E C,,(2*.y ). Moreover, for each n > 0 and C @ 2” C , there exist 
K, < co and Y, E (0, a) such that 
\’ 
lal(n 
1 D; h(x, q)l < K, dist(x, C)/(dist(x, v))“~~ 
for all x E .‘6 and v E C. 
ProoJ: By Theorem (9.1) of 161, the existence of a unique U, for each 
ff5 C(F.6 ) is assured. Moreover, 
qx>=~Qu(x(7)>1, XE 6. 
Thus, in view of Theorem (2.9) above, all that remains to check is that the h 
produced in that theorem is an element of C”+“(‘~‘xF* ‘t ). To this end. let 
p E a*.? and choose a sequence of rp,, E Cc(a* G ) with decreasing supports 
so that q,, + DFS relative to dq. Then, by the estimate (2.10). u,,>,,(.) mm+ 
0: h(., p) uniformly on compact subsets of a. Since each u,,,, is in C( L ). so 
is DGh(.,p). Q.E.D. 
Given a good point p E 3.5 with associated vector fields Y,,,..., Y,, 
C’” (U, R,‘) (cf. (ii) in the definition of a good point for the notation here). 
we say that p is parabolically good if ,;YF,(Y, ,..., Y,)(p) = R,‘, where 
,;;,,(Y I...., Yd) is the smallest class of vector fields YE C” (U, R’) such that 
IY , ,..., Ydl cI.f;.&Y,,..., Yd) and [ Yk, Y] E .?‘?,,(Y, ,..., YcI) for all 
YE &( Y, ,..*, Yd) and 0 < k < d. We will use 2: Q to denote the set of all 
parabolically good points of 8.V. Clearly, 2,7 Z is an open subset of i f, 
(2.12) COROLLARY. Let 6 be a bounded open subset in R ’ satislping the 
escape condition. Assume that 2* *F # 0 and denote by- drl the normalized 
surface measure on 2: ‘6. Then there is a measurable h: 6 .~a,* C x(0. 00) + 
IO, 00 ) such that 
Q,(x(r) E dg, 7 E dt) = h(x, q, t) dv dt. (2.13 ) 
Moreover, 6(x. ., ;k) Ccc(2z.G x (0, m))for each x E 6. Finally, if C G ?,” 5 
and T > 0, then for each n > 0 there exist K,, < 00, 1, > 0. and v,, E (0. co ) 
such that 
\‘ 1 DtDyh(x, v, t)l < K, exp(4, dist(x, %Z )/t) dist(x. C)/(dist(x, r))“” 
lnl+Rl411 
(2.14) 
for all x E .‘C , rl E C, and t E (0, TI. In particular, if 2: 6 = 26. then 
6 E CO.” .cc (‘6 x 3.V x (0, 00)) and 
Q,(r E dt) = (18, i(x, v, t) dv) dt. 
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Proof: Define L?? = FxR ’ and z = L + (a/at) on Cm(RNxR ‘). Then 
@‘xR’ = a*(@. Moreover, {OX,,: (x, r) E RNxR ’ } is the diffusion generated 
by t, then OX,, = Q, 0 (@&I, where @[: B + d (= C( [0, co), RNxR ‘)) is 
given by Z(t, Q&w)) = (x(t, w), < + t), t > 0. Hence, the distribution of 
(x(t), t) under Q, coincides with the distribution of x’(q under OX,,, where 
f((c3) = inf{t > 0: f(t, o) & g}. In particular, there is a 1 > 0 such that 
(2.15) 
Given (2.15), the proof of Theorem (2.9) can be adapted, without change, 
to .p relative to t. Hence, there is a measurable h: Yxa,*Yx(O, co) + [0, co) 
for which (2.14) holds. Moreover, from (2.10), we find that for all C @ a,*.Y: 
D;Dyh(x, q, t)l <K, dist(x, C)/(dist(x, v))“~ (2.16) 
for all x E .Y and q E C. Finally, to get (2.14), let x E .Y be given and define 
a(w) = inf{t > 0: Ix(t, w) -xl > f dist(x, S)}. 
Then 
At the same time, by standard estimates, there is, for each T > 0, a Lr > 0 
such that 
Q,(u < t) < 2N exp(-L,(dist(x, a.Y))‘/t), 
and by (2.16) 
DtDyh(x(o(w), w), q, t - a(w))1 < KL dist(x, C)/(dist(x, q))“n 
for all w with o(w) < t. Clearly (2.14) follows from these. 
The asserted consequences of assuming that a:Y = 8Y follow easily (cf. 
the proof of Corollary (2.11) to see that h E C”,a’P”(.Vx8gx(0, co))). 
Q.E.D. 
(2.17) Remark. We have not dwelled on the properties of H(x, .) as a 
function of x E ,V’?, although we intend to devote a future paper to this topic. 
The articles by Jerison [4] and Derridj [2] contain a good deal of infor- 
mation on this subject. 
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(2.18) Remark. It is reasonable to ask whether our assumption that 
boundary points be noncharacteristic is really necessary for the existence of 
a smooth Poisson kernel. In particular, one might hope that criteria more 
like those guaranteeing t’-regularity (cf. [6]) would suffice. For example, is 
it enough to assume that n(p) 1 Lie(Y,,,..., Y,)(p) (cf. (ii) in the definition of 
a good point for the notation here)? In 141, Jerison provides an example 
which shows that the answer is no. Another possibility is that noncharac- 
teristic can be replaced by 
d 
\‘ (Y,(P), 4P));, + (Y,(P). 4P)),% > 0. 
k:l 
At this time, we do not know whether the preceding condition is enough. 
APPENDIX A 
The authors are grateful to S. R. S. Varadhan for suggesting one of the 
ideas on which the proofs of the results contained herein are based. 
Througout this section, I’, ,..., V, E CF(R”, R”) are vector fields which 
satisfy (1.1) and the notation is the same as that in Section 1. Given T > 0. 
set 
ur(t, x,) = ~l’(r”(xl) > T- t) = 1/(27r(T- t))‘#’ (I’ exp(-(‘/2(T- t)) dr 
.’ / 
for (t,~,) E 10, T] x(0, co) and 
w x,1 = 2 (6 x,>/u,(t. x,) I 
for (t, x,) E 10, T] x(0, co). Extend b, to [0, T] sR’ by setting it equal to 
zero for x1 ,< 0. Choose q E C”(R ‘) so that 0 < q < 1, q = 0 on I-- 4, 4 ]. 
and v = 1 off (-1, 1). For F > 0, define Xs37(+, X) to be the progressively 
measurable solution to 
d 
P7(f,x)=x+ \‘ 
J 
-I Vk(XEJ(S, x)) 0 dB/((S) 
kc, 0 
J 
.I 
+ &,(P’(s, x)) ds 
0 
+ 1’ T&F7(s, X)/E) b&, XE*r(~, x)) V,(X”“(s, x)) ds, 
‘0 
t > 0. 
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Set 
and note that 
cFT(x,) = inf{t > 0: P’(t, xi) < E} 
Xa*T(s A oa,T(~I), x) = P,‘(- A c+~(x,), x) (as., TV”) 
for all O<a</?< co. 
By the Cameron-Martin transformation theorem, we see that for any 
B(&.&) (i.e., any bounded AT-measurable @: 0 + R’) and any E > 0, 
E”[@ 0 P’(. A o’,~(x,), x)] = EW[@ 0 X(. A r’(x,),x) RT(TA ?(x,),x)], 
where X(., x) is the solution to (1.8), 
r&(x1) = inf{t > 0: xi + e,(t) < E}, 
and 
R ‘(t, x) = exp 
L 
i,’ bT(s, x,(s, x>> do,(s) - i 11 (b(h x1(% x>>>’ dsj 
for t E [0, T] E [0, r”(xi)). At the same time, since 
for (t, xi) E [0, T] x(0, co), Ito’s formula tells us that 
4, Xl (t, xl) = 1 + 
I 
f b,(s, X,(s, x)) 
UT@> Xl@, x)> 
UT@ Xl> 
de,(s) 
0 UT@ Xl) 
for tE [0, T] n [O,T'(X,)). Thus 
RT(TA rE(xl),x)= UT(TZ'(XI))X~(TZ&(XI))) 
UT(O,XJ ' 
and so, by the strong Markov property 
EW[@ 0 FyT(. A oE*=(xl), x)] = Ev[@ 0 X(. A f(x,), x) 1 t”(xl) > T]. 
In particular, 
‘~V’-(O~~~(XJ < T) = W(t”(x,) < T 1 7’ > T) + 0 
as E \ 0. Hence, W(o”~‘(xl) > 7’) = 1. 
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With this information we now see that there is a 77 -almost surely unique 
right-continuous, 7Falmost surely continuous {.x8,: t > O)-progressively 
measurable ,I”(., x): [0, a~) XQ + R” such that 
inf X’(t, x) > 0 
O<f<T 
(as., Y ). 
and 
+ j’ ~o(XT(~, x)) ds 
0 
+ 1; MS, X:(s, x)) W% x)) ds (as., 27 ). 
In particular, x’(. A u”~(x,), x) = X’*‘(. A a&.‘-(xl), x) (a.s., F ) for each 
& > 0. 
We will now show that 
E~“~~xr(.,X)J=E~~~~X(.,X)(To(X,)> T( (A.11 
for all @ E B(Q). To this end, first suppose that @ E B(0,. 4,). Then, by 
what we already know 
EU IQ, 0 X’(. A c+(x,)~ x)] = E”[@ o X(. A r”(x,)) ~ r’(x,) > TI. 
Since uc3’(x,) /” a”~‘(xI) > T (as., YY), (A. 1) is now proved for 
@ E B(Q, Hr). To complete the proof, let @ = @,(Qpz o S,.), where 
@, E B(R,. N,), Q2 E B(Q), and S,: L2 + Q is the natural time shift transfer 
mation. Then, by the Markov property for X’(., x) and X( e, x) plus what we 
have just shown 
E”(@d’(.,x)l 
= I’@, ~X’(.,X,~)E*[~~~X(.,X~(T,~,~))I~’(~B) 
= I/+(0, x) J’ @, oX(.,X,~)E”[~,~X(.,X(T,X,~)~~‘(~~) 
lO:TYX ,,O)>Tl 
= E” [ @ 0 X(., x) ) T’(x,) > Tl. 
Clearly this completes the proof of (A. 1). 
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We first use (A.l) to get a couple of preliminary estimates. First, note 
that, by the reflection principle 
~T(O~ x1) ~(4(r> > 6 I rO(xJ > T> 
= W(B,(T) > 6, ZO(Xl) > q 
= 1/(27cT)“* p ,y rs,m,(~ - xJev(- I Y - 4 12/279 
-ewH~+xI12/2T)l~~ 
= 1/(2nT>“’ jm [exp(-y2/2T) - exp(- / y + 2x, 1’/2r)] dy 
8 
ew(-(t + 42/2T) & 
= exp(-6’/2r>/(2G)“’ !nir, exp(-c2/2T) & 
< exp(-6*/2T) u,(O, x,). 
Thus, by (A.l), we have that 
V(Xr(T, x) - x1 > S) < exp(--6*/2T). 
Next, since 
(A.2) 
and 
IIT = ( b,(t, Xf(t, x)) dt = X;(T, x) - x, - e,(r>, 
0 
we also have 
W(--O,(T) > 6/2) < exp(--62/8T), 
W(BT(x) > S) < 2 exp(--62/8T). (A.3) 
Now, let {P,: x E RN} be the family of probability measures on (Q,J.@) 
which was introduced in Section 1 and let @(t, x) be the function defined in 
(1.9). Set 
OT(t, x) = exp 
I 
{i V&X’(s, x)) de,(s) - l/2 ji (Vt(X’(s, x)))’ ds 
+ joT b,(s, XT@, x)) V#“(s, x)) ds]. 
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Then, by (A.l), for any t > T, x E RN,, and @ E B(Q,.,4). 
EP,[ @, r’(xJ > T] = E*-[@(t, x) Qi 0 A’(., x), s’(x,) > T] 
= u,(O, x,) EW”[ @‘(t, x) Q, 0 X7(., x)] 
~u,(O,x)E”[~~(t,X)*I’/ZEx[~ 0 x’(.,x)‘]“*. 
Note that 
L 0 
-’ E” [@‘(t, x)‘] I’* < E@ exp 4 
0 
G(K(& x))) de,(s) 
- 8 ’ (V;(X:(s, x)))’ ds 
I 
I 4 
!’ 0 
x exp(3/2Mt) E” [exp(4MB.(x) 1 I”. 
where M = // V’ tic,++,). Since 
is a mean-one martingale and, by (A.2) 
Er/ Iexp(4MB,(x))] = 1 + 4M )-I’ exp(4MA) r/ (B,(x) > 2) di 
‘0 
< 1 + 8M )-” exp(4M;( ~ A’/8T) di 
‘0 
< 1 + 8M( 1671T)‘i2 exp(32M’T). 
we see that there are constants K < co and 2 E (0, co) such that 
EP~I~,~o>T]~Kexp(~t)u,(O,x)EP~[~’~X’(.,.~)]”’ (A.41 
for all 0 < T < t, x E R.:, and @ E B(R, 6). 
We are at last ready to derive the estimates which we used in Sections 1 
and 2. First, let 8 > 0, T > 0, and x E R’y be given, and define 
as(o) = inf(t > 0: Ix(t, w) -x/ > (i} 
and 
o~(x,0)=inf{t>0:IX7(t,x,@)-xi>s}. 
Then. by (A.4), for any t > T, 
P,(a, < t, r” > T) <K exp(k) ~~(0, x,)(1 (c:‘(x) < t))’ ‘. 
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and 
z”(t, x) = X’(t, x) - j’ b,(s, X;(s, x)) V,$Y’(s, x)) ds 
0 
Then 
a”:(x) = inf{t > 0: IR’(t, x) -xl > 6). 
Since 
zqu,‘(x> < t) < wp;,* < t) + sY”(km,(x) > d/2). 
ii-(& x) = i jf Vk(XT(s, x)) 0 d&(s) + jf fo(X’(s, x)) ds, t > 0, 
k=l 0 0 
standard estimates (cf., e.g., Theorem (4.2.1) in [7]) plus (A.2) show that 
there exist K < co, a E (0, co), and /I E (0, co) such that 
W(&8(x) < t) < K exp(at -@*/t) 
forall6>0,O<T<t,andxERN,. Combining this with the preceding, we 
see that 
P,(a, < t, r” > T) < Kx,/T”* exp(at -/&3*/t) (A.51 
forsomeK<co,aE(O,co),and/?E(O,co)andforall6>0,O<T<t, 
andxERN,. We conclude this discussion with the following consequence of 
(A.0 
P&7, < 5”) < Cx,/(6 A 1)’ (A.61 
for some C < co and for all 6 > 0 and x E Rr . To prove (A.6), simply note 
that 
P,(a, < 7”) = P,(a, < to, to > 1) 
+ 2 P,(a, < to, 7O E (l/(m + l), l/m]) 
rn=l 
< P,(7' > 1) + 2 P,(o, < l/m, 7' > l/(m + 1)) 
rn=l 
,< x, K exp(a) 
i 
1 + 2 (m + l)l’* exp(-/3#m)). 
rn=I 
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APPENDIX B 
Let VO,..., V, E Cp(R”, R”) be a collection of vector fields satisfying the 
conditions 
VA= 1 if k= 1, 
=o if 2,<k<d. 
(B. 1) 
Lie( V, ,..., V,)(O) = R’“. U3.2) 
Define the operator L on C’(R”) as in (0.1) and define the operator 
on C2(R ‘xRN). Our goal in this Appendix is to prove 
(B.4) THEOREM. Given the situation described above, R ‘x(0 I is 
contained in the set of very good points of a(R’xR’y ) relative to 2. 
The proof of Theorem (B.4) will be carried out in several steps. 
(B.5) LEMMA. Let V E CF(R&, RI’) be a vector field satisfying V’ = I. 
Define F: R” + R” by 
F(x) = exp(x, VP, q2,> =(xl, qz) + .i,“ V(2’(f, F,21(t, +,)I dt).
where V (2) _ v2 - ( ,..., V”) is the projection of V onto R.‘. ‘. Then F maps R ’ 
dlfleomorphically onto itself, FI,,, , is the identity, and F(R,y ) = R; . In fact. 
for each R > 0, the restrictions of F and FP1 to (-R, R)xR”-’ have 
bounded derivatives of all orders and, for each x, E R’, xc2, -+ F,,,(x,, .u,~,) 
maps Rwv-’ diffeomorphically onto itself: Finally. if 
M - 6, 
352, 
then 
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and 
(g(x))-‘= ( l -(M(x)) - l V”(F(X)) O ). M(x) - l 
In particular, 
VI xERN 
and for 2 < i < N, 
Proof Clearly F restricted to (-R, R) xRN- ’ has bounded derivatives of 
all orders for each R > 0. Also, it is clear that the expression for aF/ax is 
correct, as is the one for its inverse whenever its inverse exists. 
Define G: R ‘xRN + RN by 
I 
t 
G(t, x) = x1 - t, xc2) + Vc2’(x, - s, G(,,(s, x)) ds 
0 
Then (d/dt) G(x, - t, x) = V(G(x, - t, x)), G(x,, x) = (0, G(,,(x, , x)), and so 
G(x, - t, x) F(t, Gt2,(x,, x>>. In particular, x(z) = Gc,,(Q xl = 
Fc2,(x,, Gc2,(x,, xl). Similarly, x (2j = F(,,(x,, Gc2)(xI, (x,, x))). Hence, for 
each x, E R’, xc2) + F(,,(x,, xc2,) is one-to-one and onto and its inverse is 
given by xc2) -, Gc2, (xi, (x,, xc2))). This completes the proof that F is 
diffeomorphic onto RN and also that F and F- ’ have the asserted regularity 
properties. Q.E.D. 
Our initial application of Lemma (B.4) allows us to assume that 
Indeed, if (B.5) does not hold, construct F as in Lemma (B.4) for V, . Then F 
maps RN diffeomorphically onto itself, F(Ry ) = RN,, F restricted to RN-’ is 
the identity, and there exist vector fields V,,..., V, E CF(RN, RN) such that 
and 
V, = F, V, on (-1, l)xRN-‘, O<k<d. 
Since Lie( V,,..., VJ(x) = Lie(F, V,,..., F, V,)(F(x)), we now see that there is 
no loss of generality to assume from the start that (B.5) holds. 
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With the preceding comments in mind, we adopt the following notation 
throughout the remainder of our discussion. Namely, we write 
where b E Cm(RN) and V,,..., V, E P(R’xR”. R.“‘) are given by 
03.6) 
(B.7) 
In this notation, the hypothesis (B.2) of Theorem (B.4) becomes 
Lie V0 + b L, &, V2 ,..., V, (0.0) = R’xR‘~~‘, 
1 1 
or equivalently 
Lie V,, -&, V, ,..., Vd (0,O) = R'xR"-'. (B.8) 
I 
The conclusion becomes the statement that (0) xR'x{O} c a**(R: xR"-') 
when a**(R: xRN-‘) is defined relative to the operator 
03.9) 
Clearly, since the hypothesis is independent of x2 E R ‘, it is enough to show 
that 
(0,O) E ~**(R:xR.~~‘). (B. 10) 
(B.11) LEMMA. There exist a diffeomorphism F of R2 onto itser and 
functions a: R* + (0, CQ), and u:R*+(O, co), and a vector field 
WE C”“(R*, R*) such that: 
(i) for each R > 0, the restrictions of F, F-‘, a, o, and W to 
(-R, R) XR ’ have bounded derivatives of all orders, 
(ii) F restricted to {0} xR’ is the identity and F(R:) = RI. 
(iii) for each R > 0, a and u are uniformly positive on (-R, R) XR ‘. 
(iv> (aFlax) x2) is diagonal for each x2 E R’ and (a*F//8x, %x2) 
(0,O) = $(aa/&,)(O, 0) = 1, 
(v) for all v, E P(R*), 
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Proof Choose p E CT@*) so that p > 4 everywhere and p(O) = 
p’(O)= 1, and define G:R2-+R2 by G(x) = (x1&.x2), x2). Clearly G is a 
diffeomorphism from R2 onto itself, G and G-r restricted to (-I?, R) XR I 
have bounded derivatives of all orders for each R > 0, G restricted to 
(0) xR’ is the identity, and G(R:) = R: . Furthermore 
P(X*> XlP’@2> 
$4=( o 1 j 
and 
px)j-‘= (l/$5) ydx2))* 
Hence, if a(x) = CP(X~))~/(~ + (x,P(x~)>‘> and P(x) = x,PP’(~(~ + 
(x1p(x2))‘) then there is a vector field W’ E C”(R’, R*) such that 
where 
v= 
and W’ restricted to (-R, R) XR ’ has bounded derivatives of all orders for 
each R > 0. 
Next define H(x) = exp(x, V)(O, x2). By Lemma (B.4), H is diffeomorphic 
from R2 onto itself, H and H-’ have the desired regularity properties, H 
restricted to {O} xR’ is the identity, and H(R:) = R: . Furthermore, by that 
same lemma 
g (0, x2) = z,*, x2 E R’, 
and there is a 0’: R2-t R2, with the desired positivity and regularity 
properties, such that 
Hence, if we define F=GoH, a=aoH, and W=(H-‘), W’, then 
(i)-(iii), and (v) hold. 
To prove (iv), note that 
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and that ~(0, x2) = p(xz). In particular, (S’/ax)(O, x,) is diagonal and 
(&/&,)(O, 0) = 2. Finally 
& (0, x2) = &$ (0, x2) = P’W. 
12 2 I 
Hence, (iv) holds. Q.E.D. 
Continuing with the notation in (B-6) and Lemma (B.l l), define 
and set &x, y) = (F(x), y) for x E R2 and 4’ E R,’ ‘. Then there is a smooth 
b: R2 -+ R2 such that 
I 
dtl 
(Lq) 0 F = l/u l/2 2: (w,>2(v o 6 + W,,(Y o F) 
.i- 1 
+ b, %P 0 F) + b2 a(~ 0 F) 
3x1 3x2 I 
(B.12) 
for all (o E C2(R2xR”p’). Thus (B.lO) will be proved once we show that 
span (B.13) 
where CT is the smallest family of vector fields containing { W? ,..., W, . , } and 
having the properties that for each WE P’, 
I  
r  
[W,, W\EV, 1 <k<d+ 1, and w,+b’~, W E’F’. 
2X2 I 
Before attempting to prove (B. 13), we make the following simplifying 
observation. Namely, denote by ,~Y the smallest C” (R’xR”‘.~ ‘)-module of 
vector fields such that { W,,..., W,} 5.7 and [W,, W] t? -7’ whenever 
W ES 7 and 0 < k < d + 1. Let ,P be the class of vector fields @ having the 
form 
w=c’(x)~+c2(x)~+ w, 
1 2 
(B. 14) 
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where cl, c* E C”O(R*) and WE 3. Then 
for all (x,v) E R2xRNN-‘. In particular, we need only check that 
3(0,0)=R*XRN-1. (B.15) 
The proof of (B.15) goes as follows. First, it is easy to see that 
Lie 
i 
V,, $, V, ,..., V,, -& 
) 
(%~y)) = WW,,..., Wd, l&GY) (B.16) 
1 2 
for all (x, y) E R *xRN- ‘. Next, we will show below that for all 
(x2,y) E R1xRN-‘: 
Lie( IV,,..., Wd, l>(P~ x2), Y>  (B.17) 
=span (i~,~~Lie(W,,,:n~OandkE{0,2,...,d})) ((O,X,),Y), 
where 
Finally, we will show that 
Lie( ( Wk,n: n > 0 and k E {O, L.., d})((O, 01, Y> = z((O, 01, Y>, JJE RN-l. 
(B.18) 
Combining these, it is clear that we will then have proved (B. 15). 
To prove (B. 17), let (3 denote the Cm(R2xRN- ‘)-module generated by 
Lie( Wk,n: IZ > 0 and k E {0, 2,..., d}) and let & be the class of vector fields 
w=C’(X)-&+C*(X)-&+ w, 
1 2 
where cl, c* E Cm(R2) and WE Q. Then (B. 17) is equivalent to 
Lie( W, ,..., w,, I)((03 x2>, VI = Qm x2), v), (x2,y) E R’xR“-I. (B.17’) 
Clearly d(x, y) Z Lie( W,,..., W,, ,)(x, y) for all (x, y) E R *xRN- ‘. Equally 
clear is the inclusion { W,,,..., W,, i} E &. Thus, (B.17’) will be proved once 
we show that for all @‘Ea and O<k<d+l, [W,, W]((O,x,),y)E 
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o((O, x&y). In view of the form of @ in 0, this comes down to showing 
[ W,, W]((O, x2), y) E Q((0, x,), y) for all WE C’ and 0 < k < d + 1. To this 
end. we first check that 
Let ,A?, = {W: [a/ax,, W] E CT). Since [a/ax,, Wk,n] = Wil,ni ,, (W,,,: n > 0 
and k E (0, 2,..., d) ) G 8, . Moreover, if W E ,Y, . n > 0, and k E { 0. 2 . . . . . d}. 
then, by Jacobi’s identity, 
Thus 8, = (7 and so (B.19) is proved. Second, we show that 
I’ I $3 w ((0, O),Y) E ta((o, 01, Y)- 
4’ERZ.l and WE G’. (B.20) 
Indeed, choose 6 > 0 so that (~F/c~x) l(x) > 4 for all x E R * with Ix, / < 6 
and set ‘%‘> = ( WE Cf: [a/ax,, W](x, y) E U(x, y) for all (x, y) E R’xR ’ 
with ix, / < S}. In order to prove (B.20), it suffices to prove that &* = 0‘. In 
turn, ,&l = r( will follow once we show that { W,.,: n > 0 and 
k E (0, 2 ,..., d} J G .%‘* and that [W,.,. W] E ,Y?~ whenever n > 0, 
k E (0. 2,..., d}, and WE A?~. The latter fact will follow (cf. the proof just 
given of (B.19)) by an application of Jacobi’s identity once we have proved 
the former. Moreover, since 
I I 
2-W= a”(a wk/Li~z) 
ax2 ’ ax : 
(where i3W/&, = C~:j(aW/ax,)(a/~3y,,) for WE CT), we see, by (B.19), that 
it is enough to prove that {W,,, W2,..., W,) G -W,. We will show that 
W, E r4,, the proof for k E (2 ,..., d} being essentially identical. For purposes 
of this derivation. we set F,,, and F,., equal to c?F,/ax, and i)F,/i3.uz. respec- 
tively. and we put 
Then for / x, 1 < 6, 
aw0 r - -= 
3x1 
l/0$ w,+az 
’ 2 
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and 
Thus 
a6 awl2 
- = a(x) W, + P(x) ax, 
ax, 1 
Ix, I < 4 (B.21) 
where 
a(x) = l/a 
L 
E (xl - (F,,JF,J)(X) Tg (xl] 
1 
and 
P(x) = (F, (,/F,,*)(x). 
Combining these, we now see that, for all WE Cl‘, [ W,, W]((O, x,), y) E 
U((O, xJ,y) if k E (1, d + 1). Since, from the definition of fl, it is obvious 
that [W,, W] E G! for all WE U and k E (0, 2 ,..., d}, we have at last 
completed the derivation of (B. 17’). 
To prove (B. 10 observe that .WGcz, {W,,,:n>O and 
k E (2,..., d}} G (7, and that 3 is a Lie algebra. Thus, all that we have to 
show that is that Wo,n~~~o,o~,y~ E ,1((0, O),y) for all y E RN-‘. But 
3 3 [wd+,Y W,l =u[Wxz, W] = a(i?W,/ax,), and so, by (B.21), we see 
that 
a(x) Wol~x,r~ +P(x> Wo.Ll~x,y~ E c~(xyy)T Ix,/ < 6. (B.22) 
Since a(0) > 0 and p(O) = 0, this proves that WJ~~,,,,,,, E ,Y((O, O),y). 
Further, if n > 1, then (B.22) plus induction on n yields, for lx, I < 6, 
where c,,, E P((-S, S) xR’). Since a(O) > 0, p(O) = 0, and 
(@/ax,)(O) > 0, this shows that WO,nl~~O,O~,y~ E 3’((O,O),y) for all n > 1. We 
have therefore derived (B.lS), and so the proof of Theorem (B.4) is now 
complete. 
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